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SUMMARY

The brain’s perceptual stimuli are constantly
changing: some of these changes are treated
as invariances and are suppressed, whereas
others are selectively amplified, giving empha-
sis to the distinctions that matter most. The
starkest form of such amplification is categori-
cal perception. In speech, for example, a con-
tinuum of phonetic stimuli gets carved into per-
ceptually distinct categories. We used fMRI to
measure the degree to which this process of
selective amplification takes place. The most
categorically processing area was the left
supramarginal gyrus: stimuli from different pho-
netic categories, when presented together in
a contrasting pair, were neurally amplified
more than two-fold. Low-level auditory cortical
areas, however, showed comparatively little
amplification of changes that crossed category
boundaries. Selective amplification serves to
emphasize key stimulus differences, thereby
shaping perceptual categories. The approach
presented here provides a quantitative way to
measure the degree to which such processing
is taking place.

INTRODUCTION

Although functional neuroimaging studies have yielded

a great deal of information about the human brain, the ac-

tivation maps that are the end result face a fundamental

problem. Such maps can show that a specific area is ac-

tive during a given task, but they do not tell us what type of

information processing is reflected by that activity. Neural

activity does not come with labels attached.

In the present study, we sought to measure the degree

to which a specific computational task is being carried out

across the brain: the selective amplification of behaviorally

significant stimulus differences. An ideally selective ampli-

fication would exaggerate only a small set of differences

along a given stimulus dimension and would suppress
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all the others. This is exactly the case in categorical

perception.

We drew our stimuli from speech perception, the do-

main in which categorical perception was first demon-

strated (Liberman et al., 1957). The stimulus continuum

consisted of speech sounds, with the phoneme /ba/ at

one end and /da/ at the other. These two stop consonants

differ only in place of articulation, with the articulatory dif-

ference reflected by different starting frequencies for the

transitions of the second and third formants. A continuum

of ten stimuli was synthesized, evenly spread along the

/ba/-/da/ continuum. These stimuli will be referred to

by their positions along the continuum, with ‘‘1’’ being

the stimulus at the far /ba/ end and ‘‘10’’ being the

extreme /da/.

Consider two stimuli along that continuum, e.g., items 4

(an impure mix of /ba/ and /da/, but closer to the /ba/ end)

and 7 (an impure stimulus, closer to /da/). If these stimuli

are presented back-to-back as a contrasting pair,

4-then-7 (henceforth written as 4&7), then we can mea-

sure the neural response elicited by the pair, using fMRI.

Comparing the neural activity elicited by the contrasting

pair to the sum of the activities elicited by its constituent

subparts, there are three possibilities. The neural re-

sponse to the pair may be equal to the sum of its parts,

or, in the present shorthand, 4&7 = 4 + 7. This result would

suggest that the two stimuli do not neurally interact. Alter-

natively, the response may be less than the sum of its

parts, e.g., 4&7 < 4 + 7. One circumstance that would pro-

duce this result would be if a single population of neurons

is responding to both stimuli, first to 4 and then, more

weakly due to neural adaptation, to stimulus 7. In that sit-

uation, the neurons would be treating changes along the

4-to-7 section of the stimulus continuum as invariant

(Grill-Spector and Malach, 2001). However, other expla-

nations are also possible: the neurons may respond poorly

to any sequence of stimuli, habituating nonspecifically, or

the reduced fMRI response to the AB pair may be due to

rate-limited blood flow rather than neural effects (Boynton

and Finney, 2003).

In this study, we looked for cases in which the neural

response is greater than the sum of its parts, e.g., 4&7 >

4 + 7. A supralinear response of this kind suggests that

an active amplification process is occurring. However,

such an amplification is of interest only if it is specific:
c.
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such increased activity must be elicited not by just any

pairing of two stimuli along the continuum, but only by

stimuli that lie on opposite sides of a particular boundary.

To address this, we need to measure neural responses

along the length of the continuum. If a brain area is found

not only to amplify stimulus differences but also to do so

with specificity, then a third question arises: is that neural

amplification correlated with perception and behavior?

The phenomenon of categorical perception has all three

properties: stimulus differences that do not cross the

boundary are suppressed, whereas differences that strad-

dle the category boundary are amplified, with a stimulus

on one side of the boundary being perceived as very dif-

ferent from one on the other side, even though the two

may be acoustically quite similar. For a continuum of audi-

tory phonetic stimuli, a brain area that responds in this

manner is processing the sounds as something more

than just raw acoustic waveforms. This need not imply

that the stimuli are being processed fully as speech, since

nonhuman primates also show sensitivity to phonetic

boundaries (Kuhl and Padden, 1983). However, selective

amplification of this kind is likely to be a necessary prop-

erty of any neural coding system that is rich enough to

represent phonetic categories.

Experimental Aims and Design
The aim of this study was to measure the degree to which

brain activity parallels behavior, where the neural process

is the selective amplification of stimulus differences

and the behavioral phenomenon is categorical phonetic

perception. Therefore, to find brain areas that process

speech sounds categorically involves two steps. First,

behaviorally measure how the subjects perceive stimulus

differences along the continuum, to see which differences

result in a change of phonetic category and which do not.

Second, look for brain activity that selectively amplifies

those stimulus differences in a parallel manner, such

that differences that cause a phonetic change are neurally

amplified, whereas nonphonetic differences are not.

Before laying out the details of the experimental design,

it may be useful to outline which properties are intended to

be measured by our behavioral and neural tests and which

properties are not. In particular, the aim of the behavioral

tests is to measure the degree to which a particular stim-

ulus difference is perceived as a phonetic difference, e.g.,

how often a subject hears the stimulus pair 4&7 as consist-

ing of two different phonemes. This same/different pho-

neme question is subtly different from asking what a sub-

ject’s sensitivity is to a given acoustic difference. Although

acoustic discriminability and phonetic difference tend to

go hand-in-hand, a link that is at the core of categorical

perception, the two are not identical; acoustic differences

can be discriminable even without constituting phonetic

differences, and phonetic differences do not always aid

acoustic discrimination (Gerrits and Schouten, 2004). In

the present study, we are seeking neural amplification

that tracks phonetic differences. Although other stimulus
Neu
differences may exist that are acoustically discriminable

without being phonetically distinct, our fMRI measures

do not attempt to track them.

The goal of the fMRI tests is to determine the degree to

which the differences between stimuli are amplified, as we

wish to find brain areas that specifically amplify differ-

ences that cross the perceptual category boundary. Mea-

suring the response to the difference between two stimuli

of course involves also measuring the responses to the

two stimuli themselves, but it requires an extra step. For

each contrasting stimulus pair, we must calculate two

measures: the activation elicited by pairing the different

stimuli together, and the activation elicited by the same

individual phonemes recombined into noncontrasting

identical pairs. For example, for the stimuli 4 and 7, we

would measure the responses to 4&7 and 7&4 and the

responses to 4&4 and 7&7. By subtracting the second

measure from the first, i.e., (4&7 + 7&4) – (4&4 + 7&7),

we are left with the amount of stimulus amplification

caused by the contrast itself, over and above the activa-

tion elicited by the constituent subparts.

Although such a subtraction, of the form (A&B + B&A) –

(A&A + B&B), provides us with a measure of how the pair-

wise difference between A and B is amplified, it does not

tell us what the overall pattern of amplification is along

the stimulus continuum. In particular, we are interested

in finding patterns of selective amplification that would

signify the occurrence of categorical processing: such

processing would amplify not just any acoustic difference,

but specifically only those differences that the subject per-

ceives as phonetic. To search for such processing, we can

compare each subject’s behavioral same/different scores

to their levels of neural amplification for each A/B pair. If

the stimulus differences that a given brain area most

strongly amplifies are the ones that the subject perceives

as most different, then that constitutes evidence linking

that brain area to perception.

More precisely, the best match between behavior and

a given brain area will occur when the subject’s behavioral

same/different curve is parallel to that area’s neural ampli-

fication curve. We can construct a general linear model

contrast to measure this by weighting each neural ampli-

fication value, of the form (A&B + B&A) – (A&A + B&B),

by the percentage of ‘‘different’’ responses that the sub-

ject made when presented with the A/B pair, and summing

across all such three-step pairs.

The overall construction of this contrast is illustrated in

Figure 3, and the arithmetical details are described in the

Experimental Procedures section. A given voxel in the

brain will score a large value on this contrast if it amplifies

stimulus differences that cross the person’s perceptual

phonetic category boundary and also fails to amplify

differences that do not cross the category boundary.

The brain, at the location of that voxel, is processing the

sounds categorically. In order to score a large value, the

voxel therefore needs to meet two conditions simulta-

neously, one neural and one behavioral. The neural condi-

tion is that it must amplify some differences along the
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Figure 1. Subjects’ Psychophysical Responses to the /ba/-/da/ Continuum Stimuli, Tested Outside the Scanner

(A) Subjects judged stimulus 1 to be /ba/ and 10 to be /da/ with very high consistency.

(B) Subjects showed the classical categorical perception effect of classifying stimulus pairs as different if they straddle the category boundary, and as

the same if they both fall on the same side of the boundary. Error bars in these and in all other plots show the across-subjects standard error of the

mean (n = 12).
phonetic continuum. The behavioral condition is that

those differences that are neurally amplified must also

be the ones that are perceptually amplified by crossing

the phonetic category boundary.

Evidence for Amplification versus Evidence
for Adaptation
It is important to consider a difference between the logic of

the present design and that of more typical adaptation-

fMRI designs. In studies seeking evidence for the occur-

rence of neural adaptation, the experimentally meaningful

signal change is a reduction in neural activity. The pres-

ence or absence of such a reduction serves as the logical

starting point for claims about neural function (Grill-Spec-

tor and Malach, 2001).

In the present study, the reasoning follows a different

path. The signal change that, we will argue, is demon-

strated in the data below is not a reduction in neural

activity, nor is it an adaptation-release-induced absence

of such reduction. Instead, it is an active amplification of

neural activity, in particular of activity elicited by stimulus

pairs that straddle the phonetic category boundary. The

essence of such amplification is that it yields strong overall

activation out of weak raw ingredients. These raw ingredi-

ents are the individual stimuli that are combined together

into the contrasting pair. The less activation these stimuli

individually elicit, the weaker are the raw ingredients and

the more neural amplification is required if the pair is to

elicit strong activation when presented together.

The logic underlying neuroimaging of selective amplifi-

cation could be viewed as the methodological converse

of habituation-based methods that are used to look

for invariances, such as fMRI-adaptation (Grill-Spector

and Malach, 2001) and mismatch or oddball-based

approaches (Celsis et al., 1999; Dehaene-Lambertz,

1997; May et al., 1999; Naatanen et al., 1997; Phillips

et al., 2000; Zevin and McCandliss, 2005).
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RESULTS

Behavioral Testing
In behavioral testing, subjects were presented with the

synthesized speech stimuli and were asked to classify

them as either /ba/ or /da/. As is shown in Figure 1A, sub-

jects judged stimulus 1 to be /ba/ and 10 to be /da/ with

very high consistency. The subjects’ perceptual crossover

point between /ba/ and /da/ was clustered around stimu-

lus 5. In order to test for sensitivity to phonetic boundaries

that is independent of raw acoustic differences, subjects

were presented with stimulus pairs separated by three

steps on the /ba/-/da/ continuum, e.g., 1&4, 6&3, 7&10,

etc., and asked to say whether they sounded like the

same phoneme or different phonemes. Randomly inter-

spersed among the three-step contrasting pairs were

equal numbers of pairs of identical stimuli (e.g., 1&1,

4&4, 6&6, etc.) to serve as controls. To prevent possible

auditory masking effects, the two stimuli within a pair

were separated by 500 ms of silence.

As is shown in Figure 1B, subjects’ psychophysical

responses showed the classical categorical perception

effect of classifying stimulus pairs as different if they strad-

dle the category boundary, e.g., 4&7 and 3&6, and as the

same if they both fall on the same side of the boundary,

even though the acoustic difference is constant across

all pairs. The stimulus ordering was not an effect of interest

for the purposes of this study, so responses to 4&7 and

7&4, etc., were collapsed together.

Note that the quantity plotted along the y axis is the

proportion of times the subjects said that a given three-

step pair sounded as though it consisted of two different

phonemes, i.e., one /ba/ and one /da/. In signal-detection

terms, this is the number of ‘‘hits.’’ This quantity was used

to construct a behaviorally weighted fMRI contrast, as de-

scribed in detail below. Because the aim of the study was

to see how stimulus differences that count as phonetic

differences are neurally amplified, the proportion of
c.
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Figure 2. Sensitivity, or d0, of the Sub-

jects in the Same/Different Phoneme

Identification Task

The false-alarm rates remained relatively con-

stant across stimulus conditions, indicating

that the subjects did not show any systematic

pattern of response bias. Error bars show the

across-subjects standard error of the mean

(n = 12).
‘‘different phoneme’’ responses was the behavioral

measure used to weight the fMRI data. Sensitivity, or d0,

showed a similar pattern, consistent with the fact that

false-alarm rates remained relatively constant across

stimulus conditions (see Figure 2). However, d0 was not

used to construct the fMRI contrast, as the resulting mea-

sure would be influenced by false-alarm neural processing

of identical stimuli mistakenly perceived to be different.

Although such false-alarm processing is of considerable

interest, it was not the focus of the present study.

fMRI Scanning
The same stimuli as were used in the behavioral testing

were presented to the subjects in an event-related fMRI

design in order to identify brain areas that selectively am-

plified the stimulus differences in a way that paralleled

subjects’ categorical perception. To prevent auditory

masking by scanner noise, all stimuli were played during

silent gaps between scan volumes, using the MRI tech-

nique of ‘‘clustered volume acquisition.’’

The neural process that we were interested in was

categorical perception, as opposed to decision making,

attention, motor-responses, and so on. Although such

processes will to some unavoidable extent occur sponta-

neously, we sought to minimize them by not giving the
Neu
subjects any phonetic discrimination task while they

were in the scanner. Instead, and in order to maintain

alertness in the subjects, we randomly interspersed

some infrequent catch trials among the three-step pairs

and identical-pairs. In these catch trials, both phoneme

stimuli were the same, e.g., 6&6, but the second stimulus

in the pair was quieter. The subjects’ task was to press

a button whenever such a trial occurred. This ensured

that the subjects listened to all the stimuli, without needing

to attend to any phonetic features. In order to construct

the behaviorally weighted contrast illustrated in Figure 3,

we of course needed to collect the subjects’ behavioral

identification and discrimination curves at some point.

These behavioral tests, described above, were conducted

outside of the scanner, a few minutes after each subject

had finished their scan.

Categorically Processing Regions
The behaviorally weighted contrast was constructed in or-

der to quantify the degree to which any given brain area is

processing speech categorically, such that phonetic dif-

ferences are selectively amplified and nonphonetic differ-

ences are not. After having calculated the contrast for

each of the 12 subjects, these contrast images were

passed into a random-effects group analysis. Six regions
ron 56, 726–740, November 21, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 729
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Figure 3. Construction of the Behavior-

ally Weighted fMRI Contrast

Schematic of how the behaviorally weighted

fMRI contrast was constructed, to quantify

how well a given voxel’s pattern of neural ampli-

fication matches with the subject’s behaviorally

measured perception of phonetic differences.

For visual clarity, this schematic diagram

shows weighting arrows for only four of the

points along the curve; for the construction of

the contrasts, all seven points were used.
were found to process speech categorically, as measured

by this selective-amplification contrast (corrected for mul-

tiple comparisons at the cluster level, at p < 0.05). The

most significant of these activated regions was the left

inferior supramarginal gyrus (shown in Figure 4A), consis-

tent with lesion studies showing that the integrity of this re-

gion was more predictive than any other area of preserved

ability to discriminate phonemes (Caplan et al., 1995). Al-

though the supramarginal gyrus is less often thought of as

involved in phonetic processing than the nearby Wer-

nicke’s area, a number previous functional imaging stud-

ies have highlighted this area as important (Benson

et al., 2001; Callan et al., 2003; Jacquemot et al., 2003).

The other regions showing this phonetic selective-

amplification effect are not ‘‘classical speech areas,’’ al-

though some have been previously implicated in higher-

order aspects of speech perception. Activation was

found in the right cerebellum (Figure 4B), consistent

with the results of Ackermann and colleagues (Mathiak

et al., 2002), who found that a nearby right cerebellar locus

was sensitive to differences in voice onset time, as op-

posed to the /ba/-/da/ contrast based on place of articu-

lation. The anterior cingulate cortex also showed the pho-

netic-adaptation release effect (Figure 4C). This activity

may correspond to attentional alerting to sounds crossing

the perceptual category boundary (Benedict et al., 2002).

We also found a large activation cluster in the left posterior

parietal cortex (Figure 4D), extending down the intraparie-

tal sulcus. The more inferior part of this activation cluster is

close to a left parietal/supramarginal area reported by Cel-

sis et al. (1999) to be sensitive to phonetic change. Other

areas that we found to treat sounds as the same or differ-

ent depending upon whether they crossed the perceptual

category boundary were the left middle frontal cortex

(Figure 4E) and the right prefrontal cortex (Figure 4F).
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By looking for regions that neurally amplify stimulus dif-

ferences crossing the category boundary, it is possible,

we have argued, to identify brain areas that are carrying

out categorical processing. A simpler question is whether

these regions respond more to the three-step pairs that

are perceived as different than to the three-step pairs

that are perceived as the same, i.e., whether these regions

respond more to across-category than to within-category

pairs. Such a pattern of responses would be expected

from categorically processing regions, although it would

not in itself be sufficient evidence that categorical pro-

cessing is taking place, as it does not distinguish between

activation due to a stimulus pair’s crossing of the category

boundary and activation elicited individually by the sepa-

rate phonemes that together make up the pair. Nonethe-

less, the comparison is one worth making, as a ‘‘reality

check’’ that our six categorically processing regions are

behaving as they would be expected to. The relevant

data, verifying that the expected behavior does indeed

take place, is shown in Figure S1 of the Supplemental

Data available with this article online.

Having found these categorically processing regions,

we wished to ask how their phonetic representations

were structured, and to probe in more detail how they

related to perception. In particular, we investigated how

the continuum of individual stimulus types from /ba/ to /da/

was represented, the pattern of how stimulus changes

along that continuum were amplified or suppressed, and

the relation between this neural activity and people’s

perceptual discrimination.

Neurometric Curves
To that end, we derived ‘‘neurometric curves,’’ plotting

how neural activity varies as a function of position along

the stimulus continuum, and compared them to subjects’
nc.
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Figure 4. The Six Brain Areas that Were Found to Process Speech Categorically

The brain images show the results of the phonetic selective-amplification contrast, overlaid on the 12 subjects’ mean anatomical scan. The corre-

sponding neurometric curves are shown for each region. Plotted in blue is the neurometric curve of ‘‘position responses’’ to identical-stimulus pairs,

aligned with respect to the perceptual /ba/-/da/ crossover point for each subject. Plotted in red are the ‘‘contrast responses’’ to three-step stimulus

pairs, aligned with respect to the peak of each subject’s behavioral same-different curve. (A) Left supramarginal gyrus, (B) right cerebellum, (C) an-

terior cingulate, (D) left parietal cortex, (E) left middle frontal cortex, (F) right prefrontal cortex. Error bars show the across-subjects standard error of

the mean (n = 12).
psychometric curves, measured behaviorally. We derived

two types of neurometric curves: ‘‘position curves,’’ plot-

ting the responses to stimuli at individual locations along

the continuum, and ‘‘contrast-response’’ curves, plotting

the responses to pairs of stimuli that were three steps

apart. The neurometric curves for the six categorically

processing areas are shown in Figure 4. Note that these

curves plot the actual BOLD responses, without any

behavioral weighting.

A challenge in relating neurometric curves from multiple

subjects to behavior is the fact that a given physical

stimulus can be perceived differently by different people.

Although, as Figure 1 shows, the /ba/-/da/ crossover

points and same-different peaks showed fairly high con-

sistency across subjects, one person’s /ba/ nearer the

to center of the continuum can be another person’s /da/.

Thus, in order to average like with like, each individual’s

neurometric curve was plotted as a function of stimulus
Neu
position with respect to each subject’s behavioral thresh-

old, and it was these perceptually aligned curves that were

averaged across subjects.

Thus, for the neurometric curve of ‘‘position responses’’

to the identical-stimulus pairs located at different positions

along the /ba/-/da/ continuum (1&1, 2&2, etc.), each sub-

ject’s neurometric curve was aligned with respect to the

position on the continuum at which that individual behav-

iorally crossed over from perceiving /ba/ to perceiving

/da/. Therefore, the ‘‘0’’ point on the x axis for these curves

is the phonetic category boundary for every individual sub-

ject. The negative x axis values to the left are the /ba/

sounds, becoming progressively perceptually purer as

they move away from the category boundary, and the

positive x axis values to the right are the /da/ sounds.

Thus, a V-shaped curve indicates that an area responds

weakly to stimuli near the category boundary and strongly

to phonetically purer stimuli at the category centers.
ron 56, 726–740, November 21, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 731
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For the neurometric curve of ‘‘contrast responses’’ to

three-step pairs (1&4, 9&6, etc.), the curves were aligned

with respect to the peak of each subject’s behavioral

same-different curve, so that the ‘‘0’’ point again corre-

sponds to the phonetic category boundary. Here, an in-

verted-V shape indicates that an area responds strongly

to stimulus pairs that straddle the category boundary, and

which are hence perceived as different, and that the area

responds weakly to stimuli that are perceived as the same.

A key aspect of the categorically processing areas’ neu-

rometric curves, as seen in Figure 4, is that they respond

very weakly to individual stimulus types near the category

boundary, but nonetheless respond strongly to contrast-

ing pairs made out of those same stimuli. For example,

in Figure 4A, the left supramarginal gyrus averages

a response close to zero for pairs of identical stimuli

near to each subject’s category boundary (the x axis

zero in the blue curve of ‘‘position-responses’’ to identical

pairs). However, the three-step pairs that straddle the cat-

egory boundary are constructed out of exactly these stim-

uli drawn from near the middle of the continuum, yet they

elicit the strongest responses (as shown by the sharp peak

at the category boundary in the red ‘‘contrast-response’’

curve). The neurometric curves thus graphically illustrate

the fact that large neural responses to behaviorally impor-

tant stimulus differences are amplified out of much smaller

responses to their constituent subparts.

The converse pattern also holds true: many of the

areas, again most notably the left supramarginal gyrus, re-

spond strongly to individual stimulus types at the ends of

the /ba/-/da/ continuum. However, contrasting three-step

pairs made out of these phonemes induce only weak neu-

ral responses (the low activity at the far left and far right

ends of the red ‘‘contrast-response’’ curves), even though

the pairs are made out of stimuli that induce strong

responses individually. The selectivity of the brain’s ampli-

fication here shows its flip side: just as contrasts that

straddle the category boundary are selectively amplified,

contrasts that do not straddle the boundary are selectively

suppressed.

Neural Amplification and the Shape
of Neurometric Curves
Neural amplification of a stimulus difference, as operation-

alized here, occurs when a brain area responds strongly to

a contrasting three-step pair, and yet at the same time

responds weakly to the individual stimuli out of which

that contrasting pair is built. In terms of the neurometric

curves, this corresponds to having a peak at the category

boundary for the red ‘‘contrast-response’’ curves and

a trough at the boundary for the blue ‘‘position-response’’

curve. Such amplification is maximally selective if stimulus

differences that do not cross the category boundary are

suppressed. This corresponds to having low values at

the outer ends of the red ‘‘contrast-response’’ curves

and high values at the ends of the blue ‘‘position-

response’’ curves. Thus, a region that has an inverted-

V-shaped ‘‘contrast-response’’ curve and an upright-V
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‘‘position-response’’ curve will score well in the selec-

tive-amplification contrast. The left supramarginal gyrus,

whose curves are plotted in Figure 4A, provides an exam-

ple of such behavior. However, such a clean pair of upright

and inverted Vs is not the only way to score well on the

contrast. For example, the left middle frontal cortex,

shown in Figure 4E, produced significant categorical pro-

cessing activation, without showing a marked upright-V

‘‘position-response’’ pattern. It made up for this with the

strength of its inverted-V ‘‘contrast-response’’ curve.

Thus, there are many different ways of scoring high on

the categorical-processing contrast, although there is

only one way of scoring perfectly. As the diversity of dif-

ferent neurometric curve shapes shown in Figure 4 illus-

trates, not all categorically processing regions are the

same.

Because the neurometric curves plot the actual

BOLD responses, without any behavioral weighting, the

V-shapes and other patterns described above are totally

independent of the subjects’ behavioral responses. The

positions of the subjects’ perceptual category boundaries

were used only to align their individual curves with each

other along the x axis and did not affect the strength of

neural activity plotted along the y axis.

Neural Amplification and Comparing the Whole
to the Sum of Its Parts
In Figure 4, the neurometric curves for the three-step pairs

are plotted separately (the red curves) from those for the

same constituent stimuli rearranged into identical pairs

(the blue curves). However, in order more directly to visu-

alize the difference in activation between the contrasting

and noncontrasting stimulus pairings, it is also useful to

overlay the curves on top of each other. These overlaid

curves for the categorically processing regions are shown

in Figure 5. In these overlaid plots, the red curves of

responses to three-step pairs are the same as in Figure 4,

but the blue curves now show the average neural

responses to the identical-pairs made out of the corre-

sponding constituent subparts. For example, where a

red three-step curve shows the average of the responses

to 4&7 and 7&4, the blue curve at the same x-position

shows the average of the responses to 4&4 and 7&7.

The overlaid plots allow the occurrence of neural ampli-

fication to be directly visualized. Neural amplification

takes place when the response to the contrasting pairs

is greater than the response to those pairs’ constituent

subparts, in other words, when the red curve is higher

than the blue. As can be seen from Figure 5, such amplifi-

cation takes place near the category boundary for all six of

the categorically processing regions. Moreover, this am-

plification is selective, as it occurs only near the category

boundary. Indeed, in some of the regions, the curves

cross over, with the blue curve becoming higher than the

red at positions near the edges of the stimulus continuum,

suggesting that stimulus differences far away from the

category boundary may be suppressed.
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Figure 5. Overlaid Neurometric Curves for Identical Pairs and Three-Step Pairs

Neurometric curves for the six categorically processing regions, showing the same data as Figure 4, but now with the curves overlaid on top of each

other, in order more directly to visualize the difference in activation between the contrasting and noncontrasting stimulus pairings. In these overlaid

plots, the red curves of responses to three-step pairs are the same as in Figure 4, but the blue curves now show the average neural responses to the

identical pairs made out of the corresponding constituent subparts. Error bars show the across-subjects standard error of the mean (n = 12).
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Figure 6. ‘‘Position-Response’’ and ‘‘Con-

trast-Response’’ Neurometric Curves for

the Lower-Level Anatomically Defined

Regions of Interest

These areas tend to be comparatively insensi-

tive to the phonetic category boundary, as can

be seen by the lack of a strong inverted-V

pattern in the red ‘‘contrast response’’ curves.

(A) Left Heschl’s gyrus, (B) right Heschl’s gyrus,

(C) left planum temporale, (D) right planum

temporale. Error bars show the across-

subjects standard error of the mean (n = 12).
Neurometric Curves in Lower-Level Auditory
Cortical Areas
We were interested in exploring the neural representations

not only of these categorically processing areas, but also in

lower-level auditory areas in the superior temporal lobe:

Heschl’s gyrus, and the planum temporale (or PT). These

areas are robustly activated by speech stimuli, but they

failed to show the categorical-processing effect above,

raising the question of which aspect of the speech signal

they do encode. To address this, anatomical regions of

interest (ROIs) of these areas were traced out on each sub-

ject’s high-resolution T1-weighted anatomical images, on

both the left and the right. The neurometric curves for these

anatomically defined ROIs are shown in Figure 6.

The most notable aspect of the lower-level areas’ neu-

rometric curves is how much flatter their ‘‘contrast-

response’’ curves are. The response to three-step stimu-

lus pairs that straddle the category boundary is barely

any greater than the response to contrasting pairs at the

extreme ends of the /ba/-/da/ continuum. Although there

is a hint of a small increase in activity at the category

boundary, it is much weaker than in the six categorically

processing areas shown in Figure 4. The overlaid neuro-

metric curves for these lower-level areas, allowing a

more direct visualization of the presence or absence of

neural amplification, are shown in Figure S2. As can be

seen from that figure, the responses to the three-step

pairs are slightly stronger than the responses to their con-

stituent subparts, but this effect is much less pronounced

in these lower-level auditory areas than it is in the categor-

ically processing areas such as the left supramarginal

gyrus.
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Although the neurometric curves provide, together with

their error bars, a direct visual indication of these effects,

they are not in themselves enough to show their statistical

consistency across subjects. We therefore constructed

t-contrasts, treating subjects as a random effect, and as-

sessed them by applying Bonferroni correction to take into

account the fact that ten ROIs were being examined. Of

the six areas that processed speech categorically, shown

in Figure 4, five of them showed a significant pattern of re-

sponding to the category boundary (p < 0.05, Bonferroni

corrected). The only area that did not show this effect

was the left parietal cortex. This confirms the prima facie

observation from Figure 4 that the red neurometric curves

show an inverted-V pattern, peaking at the category

boundary, with this V-shape being less marked for left pa-

rietal (Figure 4D). In contrast, Heschl’s gyrus and the pla-

num temporale did not show significant responses to the

category boundary, either on the left or the right (p >

0.28 for all four areas). This shows that these lower-level

auditory areas are relatively insensitive to the phonetic

category boundary. This statistically quantifies the visual

observation from Figure 6 that the red three-step neuro-

metric curves for these anatomical areas are relatively

flat, failing to show a clear inverted-V pattern.

The overlaid neurometric curves for the lower-level

auditory regions are shown in Figure S2, plotting the dif-

ference in activation between the contrasting and non-

contrasting stimulus pairings. These plots confirm that

the lower-level regions show much weaker levels of ampli-

fication, if any at all. Nonetheless, these areas do respond

more to contrasting stimuli than to repeated identical

stimuli. They do, therefore, show a preference for stimulus
c.
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Figure 7. Areas Whose Activation Time Courses Are Correlated with that of the Left Supramarginal Gyrus

Results are from a random-effects analysis, thresholded at p < 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons at the voxel level. The left supramarginal

gyrus activation correlates with several areas, most notably left Heschl’s gyrus, left planum temporale, bilateral medial geniculate nucleus, and

the anterior cingulate.
change—a very general characteristic of the nervous sys-

tem. Unlike the categorically processing regions, these

lower-level areas exhibit a preference for stimulus change

that is not so specifically focused on the phonetic cate-

gory boundary.

A speech-related area that might have been expected

a priori to process speech categorically, but which did

not show this effect in our study, was Broca’s area. A pos-

sible explanation for this is that our study was of the per-

ception of isolated phonemes, whereas Broca’s area

may be involved more in the decomposition and combina-

tion of multiple phonemes (Gelfand and Bookheimer,

2003), as would occur when listening to or producing

a continuous stream of speech. Similarly, it might have

been expected that the planum temporale would have

shown a stronger contrast response at the category

boundary. However, the absence of such an effect need

not imply that a brain area is insensitive to such bound-

aries. It could be that some small group of highly-tuned

PT neurons responds vigorously to stimulus-pairs that

straddle the category boundary, but that this localized

firing induces too small a haemodynamic effect to be

detected by fMRI. Another possibility is that the PT may

represent category boundaries in its patterns of neural

communication with other brain areas, rather than in

purely local activity. Although fMRI may be able to detect

some varieties of neural mechanism, there are doubtless

many more that remain beyond its grasp.
Neu
Functional Connectivity between Lower-
and Higher-Level Areas
This finding raises the question of what the functional re-

lations might be between these lower- and higher-level

areas. In order to address this, we carried out a functional

connectivity analysis (see the Experimental Procedures

section), looking across the whole brain for voxels

whose activation time courses correlated with that of

the left supramarginal gyrus ROI, which was the region

showing the strongest tendency to process speech

sounds categorically. As can be seen from the results of

this analysis in Figure 7, the supramarginal region corre-

lates strongly with several brain areas, most notably left

Heschl’s gyrus and the left planum temporale, with

some correlation also present in the corresponding areas

on the right. This suggests that although these lower-level

superior temporal regions are not in themselves very sen-

sitive to the phonetic category boundary, they are in close

communication with the region that is maximally sensitive

to this boundary: the left supramarginal gyrus. Auditory

areas at an even lower level also correlated with the

supramarginal gyrus, namely the bilateral medial genicu-

late nucleus. The supramarginal activation time course

also correlated with some of the other categorically pro-

cessing regions, in particular the anterior cingulate and

the right cerebellum, suggesting that these regions may

constitute a functional network for the categorical pro-

cessing of speech.
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Under What Conditions Is
Amplification Demonstrated?
The essence of neural amplification is that its yields strong

overall activation out of weak raw ingredients. In order to

demonstrate that such amplification is taking place, we

must isolate the amount of stimulus amplification caused

by the contrast between two stimuli, over and above the

activation elicited by the stimuli themselves. As was

described above, we addressed this by comparing the

activation elicited by pairs of contrasting stimuli, e.g.,

1&4 and 4&1, against the activation elicited by the same

individual phonemes recombined into noncontrasting

identical pairs, in this instance 1&1 and 4&4.

Using Paired Stimuli versus Using Isolated Stimuli

A possible alternative method would have been to com-

pare the three-step pairs against the activity elicited by iso-

lated individual phonemes, e.g., 1 presented on its own,

and 4 on its own. However, presenting isolated stimuli

would have caused several potential psychological con-

founds. To avoid expectation-based effects, the paired

and isolated stimuli would have had to be randomly inter-

mingled, but then the frequent switches between paired

and isolated stimulus presentations would have induced

large attentional and alerting effects, which could have

swamped the more subtle phonetic signals. A key aspect

of categorical perception is that a pair of physically distinct

stimuli, such as 1&4, may be perceptually very similar to

a pair of physically identical stimuli, such as 4&4, since

for most subjects both 1 and 4 lie on the same side of the

/ba/-/da/ category boundary and hence would be per-

ceived as sounding the same. By always using paired stim-

uli, we were able to access this type of effect.

Inferring the Effects of Isolated Stimuli

from Measurements of Paired Stimuli:

Principles and Caveats

Although the above considerations ultimately favor using

paired rather than isolated stimuli, our use of paired stimuli

raises a number of interpretive challenges.

In particular, the key test for whether neural amplifica-

tion is occurring is whether the response to a boundary-

crossing pair of stimuli is greater than the sum of the

responses to its constituent subparts, for example whether

the response to 4&7 is greater than the responses to 4

and 7 presented individually. However, for the reasons

described above, all the stimuli were presented in pairs

rather than individually. Thus, we are faced with the

challenge of estimating the neural responses to isolated

stimuli, which were not measured, from the responses to

stimuli presented in pairs, which were measured.

This use of identical-pair stimuli raises a potential prob-

lem for the method: if a brain area habituates strongly to

repeated identical stimuli, then the response to, say,

4&4, would be less than the response that would have

been induced by presenting two isolated 4 stimuli. Al-

though the 500 ms silence that we placed between the

two stimuli would be more than sufficient to prevent audi-

tory interference such as backward or forward masking

(Gelfand, 2004; Smiarowski and Carhart, 1975; Wilson
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and Carhart, 1971), neural habituation can operate on

a longer timescale and could still occur (Grill-Spector

and Malach, 2001). If such adaptation did occur for the

identical pairs, and did not occur for the three-step pairs,

then an artifactual appearance of active amplification

could be created, when the underlying process was in

fact the absence of neural habitation.

There are two possible scenarios that could potentially

undermine the claim that amplification takes place, which

we will now consider. In one possibility, some kind of ac-

tive inhibitory process suppresses the second member of

an identical stimulus pair to the extent that its activation

becomes negative. Under that hypothesis, our data permit

two closely related but not identical interpretations: either

the across-category stimulus pairs are actively amplified,

or the within-category pairs are actively suppressed. In the

second possibility, neural habitation occurs for the identi-

cal pairs to the extent that the second stimulus in the pair

may be reduced to zero, but without any active inhibitory

process pushing the activation into becoming negative.

As we will argue below, even in this extreme habituative

case our data still provide evidence that a genuine ampli-

fication takes place, i.e., that the response to a stimulus

pair is indeed greater than the sum of the responses to

its parts.

Possibility 1: Identical Pairs Are Actively

Suppressed to Become Negative

Neural data from human MEG studies (McEvoy et al.,

1997) and animal neurophysiology (Brosch and Schreiner,

1997) show that when stimuli are presented together in

pairs the neural response to the second stimulus in the

pair gets attenuated, but is not suppressed into being neg-

ative. This held true even when the ISI was shorter than the

500 ms used in the present study (for examples of the data

from those studies, see Figure S7). Nonetheless, it is

instructive to consider what our data would mean in the

hypothesized scenario in which the second stimulus

were suppressed far enough to become negative.

Under this hypothesis, our actual observation that stim-

ulus pairs such as 4&7 and 7&4 elicit larger responses than

4&4 and 7&7 would not necessarily entail that the across-

category three-step pairs had been amplified to become

greater than the sum of their parts. This is because the ob-

served small activation from an identical pair such as 4&4

might not have arisen from two small neural responses to

each of the individual 4 stimuli. By hypothesis, the small

response to the 4&4 pair could instead have been due to

the first 4 in the pair producing a strongly positive

response and then the second 4 in the pair producing a

strongly negative response. This negative response would

act to cancel out the large first response, thereby making

the measured joint response be small overall.

On this hypothesis then, the raw ingredients of 4 and 7 in

isolation could have been strong, even though the actually

observed responses to 4&4 and 7&7 were weak. Thus, the

observed strong response to 4&7 would not count as

evidence for the amplification of a strong response out

of weak raw ingredients.
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Given the MEG and neurophysiological studies cited

above, we consider this scenario to be empirically unlikely.

It is, however, a logical possibility. In order to definitively

rule out this possibility, it would be necessary to have inde-

pendent and separate measures of the responses to each

of the individual stimuli within a pair. The time resolution of

fMRI does not permit this. The MEG and single-unit neuro-

physiology studies did carry out such measurements, and

they suggest that this hypothesized positive-then-nega-

tive pattern of paired activation does not occur. However,

the tasks and stimuli in those experiments were not com-

pletely identical to those in the present study, so this

hypothesis remains logically open.

Under this hypothesis, then, identical pairs such as 4&4

would be actively suppressed. Such pairs are of course

within-category, in virtue of being identical. Thus, in this

scenario, there are two closely related possible interpreta-

tions of our data: either the across-category pairs are

being actively amplified, or the within-category pairs are

being actively suppressed. Indeed, both processes may

be happening together. In either case, an active neural

process is serving to sharpen the phonetic category

boundary.

Possibility 2: Identical Pairs Strongly Habituate,

but Are Not Actively Suppressed

We now consider the empirically more plausible scenario

in which the stimuli within the identical pairs strongly

habituate, but without any active suppressive process

pushing the stimuli into being inhibitory. In this circum-

stance, the ‘‘worst-case scenario,’’ which would maxi-

mally tend to make actually strong isolated stimuli falsely

appear to be weak when measured in pairs, would be

the following: the second stimulus in an identical pair

would experience 100% habituation. In that scenario, it

would no longer be the case that 4&4 + 7&7 could be con-

sidered equal to the responses to its isolated subparts 4 +

4 + 7 + 7. Instead, under the hypothesized worst case

100% habituation, the responses to the second members

of each of these identical pairs would be zero. Thus, in any

circumstance up to and including this worst case, the

response to 4&4 together would be greater than or equal

to the response to the first 4 presented in isolation. In

shorthand: 4 % 4&4. Therefore, 4 + 4 + 7 + 7 % 4&4 +

4&4 + 7&7 + 7&7 = 2 3 (4&4 + 7&7). This means that

even the case of 100% habituation restricted exclusively

to identical-pair stimuli would produce the appearance

of amplification by at most a factor of two.

Thus, a strict test of whether stimulus differences are

neurally amplified is as follows: the contrasting three-

step pairs must not only elicit more activity than the non-

contrasting identical pairs made from the same raw ingre-

dients, they must elicit at least twice as much activity.

In order to quantify this, let X be equal to a voxel’s aver-

age activation at a given position along the continuum of

three-step pairs, e.g., the average activation elicited by

the stimuli 4&7 and 7&4. Let Y be equal to the voxel’s

average activation elicited by the corresponding identical

pair stimuli, in this case 4&4 and 7&7. Then the strict test of
Neu
whether neural amplification is taking place is to see

whether X > 2Y, or equivalently X � 2Y > 0.

We calculated the value X � 2Y for each of the categor-

ically processing regions described above and also for the

lower-level anatomically defined ROIs. The results for the

categorically processing regions are shown in Figure S3,

and those for the anatomical ROIs in Figure S4. In the cat-

egorically processing regions, it can be seen that near the

category boundary the inequality is satisfied; stimulus dif-

ferences that straddle the category boundary are indeed

amplified.

For a much more detailed case-by-case breakdown of

the above argument, interested readers may refer to

Section 1 of the Supplemental Data.

Possible Edge Effects in Adaptation Space

and Evidence for Amplification

A related possible concern that might appear to undermine

our amplification claim is the possible occurrence of edge

effects in adaptation along the stimulus continuum.

By an ‘‘edge effect,’’ we mean the following: in the pres-

ent study, the stimuli vary along a continuum in which the

manipulated dimension is the formant transition’s starting

frequency. Other studies of categorical perception have

varied stimuli along different types of continua, notably

studies of faces, which have manipulated stimuli along

the dimension of facial identity (Jiang et al., 2006; Leopold

et al., 2001; Rotshtein et al., 2005). A potential difficulty for

all studies using such continua is that the stimuli differ not

only in their positions along the continuum, but also in how

far they are from the continuum’s outer edges. This is

a problem, because neurons can undergo adaptation

not only by being presented with their maximally ‘‘pre-

ferred stimulus,’’ but also by similar stimuli that occupy

neighboring positions along the continuum. Such adapta-

tion can even be induced by stimuli that are quite far away

along the continuum; for example, Leopold et al. (2001)

were able to bias people’s perception of facial identity

by presenting ‘‘anti-faces’’ on the opposite side of face-

space.

Because of such nonlocal adaptation induction, ‘‘edge

effects’’ may arise: stimuli at the center of the stimulus

space will always tend to be exposed to more neural

adaptation than stimuli at the edges. This is a simple con-

sequence of the fact that a stimulus at the edge of the

space can experience adaptation-inducing influences

from only one direction, whereas stimuli near the center

can receive such influences from all directions.

In the present study, the stimuli near the center of our

phonetic continuum participate in more three-step pairs

than do stimuli at the edge, with the result that these

center stimuli are therefore presented more frequently.

For example, stimulus 4 is a member of the pairs 1&4

and 4&7, whereas stimulus 1 is a member only of the

pair 1&4. This raises the following key question: if such

an edge effect were to lead to continuum-center stimuli

undergoing additional adaptation, could this thereby un-

dermine our claim to have demonstrated the occurrence

of neural amplification?
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This question can be answered in the negative. Indeed,

to the contrary, if such additional adaptation were to

occur, it would in fact strengthen the evidence that neural

amplification is taking place. Recall that the hallmark of

amplification is that it yields strong overall activation out

of weak raw ingredients. If edge effects were to cause

individual stimuli near the continuum center such as 4

and 7 to become neurally weakened by additional adapta-

tion, then these raw ingredients would be even weaker

than otherwise. If this were the case, then it would require

even more amplification to account for our observed data,

as these weak ingredients yield strong activation when

presented together as 4&7 in a boundary-crossing three-

step pair. This possible additional weakening of the con-

tinuum center stimuli requires that even greater amplifica-

tion than otherwise must be taking place.

For further discussion of these issues, along with exam-

ples from our data illustrating the points, please see Sec-

tion 2 in the Supplemental Data, and Figures S5 and S6.

DISCUSSION

In order to study the structure of the brain’s representa-

tions, it is necessary not only to record activation, but

also to try to determine what type of information process-

ing is reflected by the observed activation. Here, we used

fMRI to measure the degree to which perceptually impor-

tant stimulus changes were being specifically amplified,

across the whole brain. In the present study, the occur-

rence of such specific amplification indicated that the

sounds were being processed as something more than

just raw acoustic waveforms, thereby providing the build-

ing blocks of a neural coding system that is rich enough to

represent phonetic categories.

The finding that the left supramarginal gyrus is the most

categorically processing region is consistent with other

studies of that region (Benson et al., 2001; Callan et al.,

2003; Caplan et al., 1995; Jacquemot et al., 2003) and

also with recent studies revealing the broad and intercon-

nected network of areas involved in speech perception

(Blumstein et al., 2005; Griffiths et al., 2004; Hickok and

Poeppel, 2000; Liebenthal et al., 2005). It is likely that dif-

ferent types of speech tasks may differentially recruit dis-

tinct regions in the brain’s network of language processing

areas. For example, Binder et al. (2004) found that a pho-

neme-identification task activated an area slightly anterior

to Heschl’s gyrus. The categorical processing probed in

the present study is more closely related to discrimination

than to identification tasks, possibly accounting for the dif-

ferent pattern of neural activity observed.

Neural Amplification or Just BOLD
Signal Amplification?
As with all fMRI studies, the BOLD signal measured here is

only an indirect measure of the underlying neural activity.

Thus, any inference made about neural amplification

should be understood as depending upon the premise

that the BOLD signal and neural activity are indeed corre-
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lated. Simultaneous neurophysiological and fMRI record-

ings in monkeys suggest that this premise is indeed valid

(Logothetis et al., 2001), but nonetheless the fact that our

measurements are of BOLD rather than direct neural

activity should be borne in mind.

Putting the ‘‘Selective’’ in Selective Amplification
A key aspect of the method proposed here, and one that is

especially relevant to categorical perception, is that we

were seeking not just neural amplification per se, but in

particular selective amplification. Thus, an area such as

the left supramarginal gyrus not only amplified differences

between the phonetic stimuli, but moreover it specifically

amplified only the differences that corresponded to cross-

ing each subject’s perceptual category boundary. This

selectivity can be seen clearly in, for example, Figure 4A.

Identical stimulus pairs that are near to the perceptual

category boundary produce activation that is, on average,

barely above zero. However, these same stimuli com-

bined into three-step pairs induce large activation. Yet

away from the category boundary, this pattern is totally

reversed. This complete change in behavior caused by

moving away from the perceptual boundary is the mark

of categorical processing, and this is what puts the ‘‘selec-

tive’’ in selective amplification.

Perhaps the purest form of selective amplification is that

which occurs in categorical perception: differences that

cross a category boundary are amplified into maximum

salience, and other differences that fail to cross the

boundary are strongly suppressed. Many stimulus do-

mains have been found to be processed categorically,

including object-shape (Freedman et al., 2001), facial ex-

pressions (Etcoff and Magee, 1992), and color (Bornstein

et al., 1976). Recent fMRI studies have debated whether

face perception rests upon categorical processing along

the dimension of identity (Rotshtein et al., 2005) or, alter-

natively, shape-tuned processing that lacks any explicit

representation of category boundaries (Jiang et al.,

2006). It is possible that studying the patterns of selective

neural amplification involved in such processing, using the

methods presented here, may be able to cast light on

these issues.

The way in which the brain selectively amplifies stimulus

differences can help to reveal how its representations of

the world are structured. Such amplification can be said

to be involved in a neural representation, as opposed to

being just incidental activity, only if it is related to percep-

tion and behavior, a judgment that can be made by com-

paring neurometric curves to their psychometric counter-

parts. Used together, these tools can help to reveal when

the brain sees the world in shades of gray, and when it

sees in black-and-white.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Subjects

There were 12 subjects in all: 7 female, 5 male, age range 21–36. All

were right-handed native English speakers and gave informed consent
c.
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according to procedures approved by the Human Research Commit-

tee of Massachusetts General Hospital.

Phoneme Stimuli

The individual /ba/ and /da/ stimuli were each 300 ms in duration with

500 ms of silence separating the two members of each stimulus pair.

The stimuli were made using a SenSyn Klatt Synthesizer (Sensimetrics,

Inc.) and varied in the second and third formants. The formant transi-

tions lasted 150 ms and had the following start frequencies. /ba/:

F2 = 1400 Hz, F3 = 2204 Hz; /da/: F2 = 2027 Hz, F3 = 2900 Hz; End:

F2 = 1660 Hz, F3 = 2490 Hz. The fundamental frequency, F0,

decreased linearly over time, from 144 to 108 Hz. The F1 formant

went from 300–600 Hz in 0–50 ms, then to 690 Hz by 150 ms.

Behavioral Testing

The subjects’ psychometric curves were behaviorally measured out-

side the scanner a few minutes after the end of the scanning session.

Testing was carried out in a quiet room, with the stimuli presented via

headphones from a Macintosh laptop, with software written using the

Matlab Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997). Subjects were first

given a stimulus-identification task in which they were presented

with individual stimuli along the continuum and had to identify each

one as either /ba/ or /da/. Each of the ten stimuli along the continuum

was presented eight times, with the order randomly intermixed. Sub-

jects had up to 2 s to respond to each trial.

After a brief break, the subjects were then given a same/different

task in which they were presented with stimulus pairs separated by

three steps on the /ba/-/da/ continuum, e.g., 1&4, 6&3, 7&10, etc.,

and asked to say whether they sounded like the same phoneme or

different phonemes. Randomly interspersed among the three-step

contrasting pairs were equal numbers of pairs of identical stimuli

(e.g., 1&1, 4&4, 6&6, etc.) to serve as controls. To prevent possible au-

ditory masking effects, the two stimuli within a pair were separated by

500 ms of silence. The ordering of stimuli within pairings was counter-

balanced. Each of the three-step pairs was presented eight times, as

were each of the identical pairs. The data analysis collapsed across

within-pair ordering, pooling 3&6 and 6&3 together, etc., so that there

were 16 instances of each contrast.

fMRI Scanning

The fMRI was carried out in a Siemens 3T Trio scanner at the MGH-

NMR Center, using a birdcage headcoil, a standard EPI BOLD pulse

sequence, and a clustered volume acquisition with the following

parameters: TR = 4 s, TA = 1.8 s, silent gap = 2.2 s, 500 ms interval be-

tween stimuli, and scanner-noise onset/offset 25 slices, 3.1 3 3.1 mm

within plane resolution, 5 mm thick slices with a 0.5 mm skip, and

descending slice-ordering. Each stimulus pair was presented in the

middle of the 2.2 s clustered volume acquisition silent gap. In the scan-

ner, sounds were played via nonmagnetic Koss electrostatic head-

phones, adapted for fMRI by Giorgio Bonmassar and Patrick Purdon.

The fMRI scans were subdivided into seven runs, with 104 volume

acquisitions per run. 700 stimuli were present in all, using 100 stimuli

per run. Of the 700 stimuli, 480 were phoneme trials, 20 per type

(24 types, 10 same phoneme, 14 phoneme pairs three steps apart),

100 were null trials (silence), and 80 were control trials in which the

phonemes in the pair had the same F1, F2, and F3 formants but dif-

fered in the fundamental frequency F0. Three fundamental frequencies

were used: low, 108–8 1Hz; medium, 144–108 Hz; high, 192–144 Hz.

The run orders were counterbalanced across subjects, and the

event-related stimulus orderings were counterbalanced up to three

back.

The subjects were given a simple alertness-maintaining task in the

scanner that did not rely upon phonetic attention: they had to press

a button when the second stimulus in the pair was quieter. The were

40 such quieter, button-press trials. The fMRI data from the differing-

F0 trials, from the button-press trials, and from the false-alarm

button-presses were excluded from the analysis.
Neu
Behaviorally Weighted Contrast

We constructed a behaviorally weighted general linear model contrast,

looking for brain areas that specifically amplify stimulus differences

that are perceived as phonetic. The overall construction of this con-

trast is illustrated in Figure 3 in the main text. Specifically, for each sub-

ject the vector of same/different responses from the postscan behav-

ioral test was zero-meaned to provide contrast coefficients to weight

the fMRI data. For each three-step stimulus pair A and B, the fMRI

term to be weighted was the activation corresponding to the following

subtraction: (A&B + B&A) – (A&A + B&B). These behaviorally weighted

fMRI terms were then summed to yield the overall contrast value for

each voxel.

To express this in terms of an equation, let fAB represent the fMRI ac-

tivation elicited by the stimulus pair A&B, and let dAB represent the pro-

portion of times that the given subject perceived the pairs A&B and

B&A as consisting of different phonemes, averaging across stimulus

order. Let m be the mean value of the dAB scores across all such

A&B pairs. Then the overall contrast is equal to

X

A;B

ððdAB �mÞ3 ½ðfAB + fBAÞ � ðfAA + fBBÞ�Þ:

Statistical Analysis

Preprocessing and statistical analysis of the data were performed

using SPM99 software (Wellcome Dept of Cognitive Neurology).

Preprocessing included slice timing correction, motion correction,

normalization to the MNI305 stereotactic space (using linear and

nonlinear basis functions, interpolating to 3 mm cubic voxels), and

spatial smoothing with an 8 mm isotropic Gaussian kernel. Statistical

analysis was performed using the general linear model. Global signal

scaling was not applied, in order to prevent spurious deactivations.

The event-related design was modeled using a canonical haemody-

namic response and its temporal derivative. Comparisons of interest

were implemented as linear contrasts. The subjects’ individual same/

different /ba/-/da/ discrimination scores were used to make per-

ceptually weighted contrasts, after first being normalized and zero-

meaned. This analysis was performed individually for each subject,

and contrast images for each subject were used in a second-level

analysis treating subjects as a random effect. For the functional con-

nectivity analysis, the time course of the activity in the left supra-

marginal gyrus ROI was extracted and used as a regressor for

each subject individually, looking across the whole brain for voxels

whose time courses were correlated with it. This generated a set

of 12 supramarginal-correlation contrast images, one from each sub-

ject, which were then passed into a standard second-level random-

effects analysis. The random effects analyses were thresholded

at the voxel level at p < 0.001 uncorrected and then corrected for

multiple comparisons at the cluster level, at p < 0.05 (Friston et al.,

1996). The statistical overlay images were made using MRIcro (Ror-

den and Brett, 2000).

Supplemental Data

The Supplemental Data for this article can be found online at http://

www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/56/4/726/DC1/.
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